
 
 
 
MINUTES OF  MEETING DATED 21.3.10 
 
Meeting was attended by two government school teachers and seven prerna teachers , 
principal mr amit awasthi and training was provided by : 
 
1 ) Dr Mrs Vijay Lakshmi Trivedi – retired principal AND college and dedicating her 
entire time and even part of her pension towards upliftment of education standard in 
government schools 
2 ) Mr Kamesh Bajpai – specializing out of his deep interest in teaching and training 
methods for children, through softwares, tools and techniques designed and accumulated 
by him towards this cause 
 
DECISIONS  
 
1 ) One more award to be given monthly ( Rs 200 ) – one is for best strength and another 
for best teaching performance 
 
2 ) every month meeting for salary distribution shall include a quiz for the teachers 
carrying a cash award of rs 200. In todays meeting the award was won by Mrs Sarita 
Misra of Barra -2 government school. 
 
3 ) conveyance expenses shall be reimbursed to the teachers for monthly visit to HO 
 
4 ) two teachers shall be selected by mr kamesh bajpai for training for developing two 
model schools based on his vision and replicating the same scheme in other schools – 
Mrs Mithilesh Srivastava of Ratanpur ( panki ) and Mrs Kamla from Rakhi Mandi 
schools volunteered for the same 
 
5 ) formatted detailed bio – datas of all teachers to be compiled by Mr Amit Awasthi 
immediately 
 
6 ) The syllabus Lakshya of Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan was provided by Dr Trivedi, which is 
to be photocopied and provided in the various schools, after scrutiny and editing 
 
7 ) The mental maths and knowledge level of teachers was found needing improvement 
and effort for the same to be made by the teachers 
 
8 ) Till now main effort was on gathering student strength, now since most schools have 
40-50 children attending regularly, main point of focus shall be quality of teaching  
 
9 ) The government schools to have the assembly at 11 am with school prayer followed 
by 5 -10 minutes PT and then back to classroom. 
 



10 ) Schedule for elocution , singing, dance and drawing contest to be made on a chart 
paper and displayed in each school , which should be held after a month or so, to 
motivate children to learn these activities to win the contest. 
 
11 ) It was discussed that if we could give uniforms to our children it would be very 
good, so we must find some sponsors for this 
 
12 ) We can organize an educational trip of our children to Swati Biscuits factory , they 
are providing the same as part of Parle’s CSR programme 
 
13 ) Parents Teacher Meeting to be organized once in 3 months in all schools 
 
14 ) Digital Study Hall model to be implemented in all Prerna Schools as they already 
have TV at their homes, so we have to arrange a CD player and it can be done. For 
government schools first we have to get electricity connection for which we have 
contacted the BSA office as well as KESCO and the process has been started. We have 
also come to know that government has sanctioned latest multimedia computers which 
shall arrive shortly, so we have to discuss with BSA that when electricity is not there, 
what is the use of the systems ? We will anyway get the connection in the two model 
schools at a initial cost of Rs 3300 per connection. 
 
15 ) periodwise classes, make timetable for gujaini and barra schools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


